Congratulations to our newly appointed Managing Directors.

Carlos J. Arrizurieta  Lori Frischer  Daniel J. McGuire  John P. Rufo
Haroon Athar  Aegis J. Frumento  Vikas Mittal
Andrew Barrett  Barbara J. Fuentez  Kress Monarch
David R. Bench  K. T. Gallo  Carmen R. Monsks
Brenda Berger  Greg A. Gangas  Cecilia Montoya Mikelis
Kathleen Boyle  John L. Glotzbach  Julia E. Moran
Joe Brent  Geraldine Goh Yeow Siang  Beth R. Morgenstern
Marc J. Brookman  Jeffrey Goria  Lee Morris
Jason Brueschke  Scott M. Graham  Kenneth M. Motz
Kerry E. Buckley  Andrew D. Griffio  Charles H. Mulfinger, II
Manuel Cabelles  Alan S. Guernsey  Mary Allison Mullis
Jay Canell  Graham Harman  Sandra L. Myers
Neil Canell  Stanley A. Harris  Lewis J. Nedelcoff
Robert G. Cantelmo  Patrick Hau  Jeffrey A. Nichol
David Cattrell  Henry S. Herschaft  Nandan Pai
Eliseo Cervera Lopez  Fred C. Hill, Jr.  Larry R. Palmer
Paul Chanin  Thomas E. Hill  Raju Pathak
Cheung Shuk Kwan  Philip Hooper  Carmine Pennella
Breda W. Clare  Steven T. Howard  Paul J. Pereira
Timothy D. Clarke  James C. Hughes  Elizabeth Peterson
Jack Clevenger  Lam'a Hussaini  Ted Polk
Michael J. Coleman  Anthony E. Kalinowski  Trey Roberts
Ricardo Coronado  David S. Katz  Jon V. Rogers
Robert D. Correll  Govind Kilambi  Thomas Roiz
Sean J. Coughlin  Doug Leggate  Michael I. Rollins
Steven Daniels  Lynn Lenton  Maura Rose
Joseph A. Deneault  Lawrence M. Levine  Lewis S. Rosensitto
Anthony A. Dertouzos  Henny Liow  Smith Barney
Peter Dorfman  Fernando Lopez Munoz  Citi Private Bank
John Elwaw  Geordie Lunt  Citi Investment Research
Jonathan R. Elyachar  Geeta S. Madan  Pamela Warren
Michael Ernst  Hasnain Malik  Paul M. Weisenfeld
Tim Fancourt  Antoine E. Maroun  Michael P. White
Ronald L. Fishbein  Terry K. Marr  Perry W. Wilder
Jay Foley  Michael P. Maurer  Timothy D. Williams
Harry M. Ford, Jr.  Susan McCluskey  Scott C. Wilson
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